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Measuring Diffusivity

R

@tn(~r, t)�Dr2n(~r, t) = S(t,~r) = �(t)�(~r)
<latexit sha1_base64="Y8UlZYtmqbL87UipKMXGCK0IBIs=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="82emnmjYTWgOdMSUVKk+WOo8wAo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="92DKl0KVBxANJbuBcVEFDzTgSIs=">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</latexit>



Don’t know origin?
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<latexit sha1_base64="7zT61e1eG4ueOw7RHcL+GNbfdDQ=">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</latexit>n
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<latexit sha1_base64="mcVqnAp5tb7lZnhesB3zYb5pehc=">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</latexit>

�x
<latexit sha1_base64="PJl0UKYomLw1C5DepgGc1AfXMh8=">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</latexit>
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p
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e��r2/8Dt

<latexit sha1_base64="4/21hmxLwbhgUcbhST+UDtb0eyA=">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</latexit>

�r
<latexit sha1_base64="NNSvbB3y2ilVVXg10G6NRRNeH/k=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPHRqEs3g0VwVZIq6LKoC5cV7AOaUCbTaTt0JgkzN0IJ+QF/wa3u3Ylb/8KtX+K0zcK2HrhwOOdezuWEieAaXPfbWlvf2NzaLu3Yu3v7B2Xn8Kil41RR1qSxiFUnJJoJHrEmcBCskyhGZChYOxzfTv32E1Oax9EjTBIWSDKM+IBTAkbqOWU/lJnt3zEBBCs77zkVt+rOgFeJV5AKKtDoOT9+P6apZBFQQbTuem4CQUYUcCpYbvupZgmhYzJkXUMjIpkOstnjOT4zSh8PYmUmAjxT/15kRGo9kaHZlARGetmbiv953RQG10HGoyQFFtF50CAVGGI8bQH3uWIUxMQQQhU3v2I6IopQMF0tpIQyt00p3nIFq6RVq3oX1drDZaV+U9RTQifoFJ0jD12hOrpHDdREFKXoBb2iN+vZerc+rM/56ppV3ByjBVhfv/jwmPo=</latexit>

Still must know time!



Many pairs?

Construct Balance Function (like-sign subtraction)

B(r2|r1) ⌘
N+�(r1, r2) � N++(r1, r2)

2N+(r1)
+

N�+(r1, r2) � N��(r1, r2)

2N�(r1)

<latexit sha1_base64="n/zRr52woCNFeSfuJY5Lo+uNNhE=">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</latexit>



Can’t measure positions?

Thermal smearing of coordinate space info 
Rely on modeling of collective flow

r2, r2 ! ⌘1,⌘2, �r ! �⌘

r1, r2 ! y1, y2, �r ! �y

r1, r2 ! �1,�2, �r ! ��

�r ! Qinv

<latexit sha1_base64="jiqYhktR1JKW7CnHsvBgpJfftkE=">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</latexit>

��r

<latexit sha1_base64="BmJmBuWR7JLGym016NdSpbyx0wU=">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</latexit>

��p

<latexit sha1_base64="GimfsyimwMgWqGnhQuYgdDV6sVY=">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</latexit>

B(r2|r1) ⌘
N+�(r1, r2) � N++(r1, r2)

2N+(r1)
+

N�+(r1, r2) � N��(r1, r2)

2N�(r1)

<latexit sha1_base64="n/zRr52woCNFeSfuJY5Lo+uNNhE=">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</latexit>



Multiple charges?
In QGP: u,d,s, 

BF numerator becomes:  

In hadron gas: ,K,p 

−Cab( ⃗r1, ⃗r2) = − ⟨δρa( ⃗r1)δρv( ⃗r2)⟩

π

(@t �D1r2
1 �D2r2

2)Cab(t,~r1,~r2) = Sab(t,~r1,~r2)

<latexit sha1_base64="d+gIMRJwkwVlt2SrEuDiKHQd1KM=">AAACoHicfVFNb9NAEF2br2I+msIRDlYqpFSEyHah5YIUtUj0RgukrYhTa7wep6us19buulK08r/gl3HrP+HIOokQaREjrfTmvRnN7Ju04kzpILh23Dt3791/sPHQe/T4ydPNztazU1XWkuKIlryU5yko5EzgSDPN8bySCEXK8SydHbb62RVKxUrxTc8rnBQwFSxnFLSlkg6P08J4vbgCqRnwRPtvPiZhLCDlkIQXkc2iVRZdRDuHiYG06el+fIXUyCYJ/6Box/vw9b9yk3S2g0GwCP82CFdge9iNX/+4Hs6Pky3nZZyVtC5QaMpBqXEYVHpi2mUpx8aLa4UV0BlMcWyhgALVxCxsafxXlsn8vJT2Ce0v2L87DBRKzYvUVhagL9VNrSX/pY1rnb+fGCaqWqOgy0F5zX1d+q3HfsYkUs3nFgCVzO7q00uQQLW9xNqUtFj7w2pzL84wtwddZCYDOZtKRNGYL58OGrO32w+j/f7ebutneNO92+A0GoRvB+9OrLEHZBkb5AXpkh4JyT4ZkiNyTEaEkp/kl+M4rtt1j9zP7smy1HVWPc/JWrjffwPhbc8V</latexit>

�Nh = nhqh,a�
�1
ab �Qb

<latexit sha1_base64="PXZ9/EEzKWHh/CKcg8k6Nuus0Fs=">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</latexit>

Given T, flow and susceptibility at QGP/hadron interface, 
Cab(r1, r2) ! Bhh0(p1, p2)

<latexit sha1_base64="a5pxYNuGQe7gx5jUjwF6JlWcGmA=">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</latexit>

Bhh0(p2|p1) ⌘
Nh0h̄(p1, p2) � Nh0h(p1, p2)

2Nh0(p1)
+

Nh̄0h(p1, p2) � Nh̄0h̄(p1, p2)

2Nh̄0(p1)

<latexit sha1_base64="RM9Qf9334qdzOBaMRHqAOS3vNeI=">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</latexit>



Source function?
Sab(t, r1, r2) = ��(~r1 � ~r2)[@t +r · ~v + ~v ·r]�ab(t,~r)

⇡ sDt
�ab(t,~r)

s
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 from latticeχab

Satisfies charge conseration:
ZZZ

d3r1 [C0
ab(~r1,~r2) + �(~r)�(~r1 � ~r2)] = 0
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Parameters

1. Diffusion Constant   (multiples of lattice values) 
2.   — spread in rapidity at  = 0.6 fm/c 
3. Th = 155 MeV

D(T)
σ0 τ0



ALGORITHM
Diffusion = Random walk 
Monte Carlo procedure: 

A) Overlay with hydro evolution to create  
B) Generate partners (uu,dd,ss,ud,us,ss) 

proportional to  with weights 
C) Move particles in random directions 

punctuated by re-directioning according to coll 

D) Translate  to  at hyper surface 
E) Collide (fixed ) and decay particles 
F) Combine decay products with those from partner 
G) Correlations created during hadronic phase: 

create uncorrelated hadrons, run through cascade, 
combine ALL particles to create BF 

H) Add contributions from (E) and (F) 
I) Fold with acceptance/efficiency 
J) Test sum rules

Sab(t, ⃗r)

Sab(t, ⃗r)

τ
δQa δNh

σ

⌧coll = 6D
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ALGORITHM
Correlations from Hydro: 
 — Depends of D and  
— Only a few hours of CPU 
— track charges from same source point 

Correlations from Cascade 
— Weeks of CPU 
— One hydro event (independent of D, ) 
— Millions of cascade events

σ0

σ0
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Hydro history
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Hydro history 
T(t,r) & u(t,r)

VISHNU Hydro, Au+Au (200A GeV)
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FIG. 1. (color online) The o↵-diagonal components of �ab vanish at high temperature as quarks evolve

independently, but at low temperatures the combination of multiple quarks within a single hadron drives

strong o↵-diagonal elements. For a fixed amount of entropy, an expanding volume element strongly increases

the amount of charge as it reaches the hadronization region, again due to the fact that multiple charges

occupy an individual hadron, even though the entropy per hadron in the hadron phase is similar to the

entropy per quark in the plasma phase. For regions to the right of the dashed lines, lattice calculations were

used, while left of the dashed lines displays the results for a hadron gas. The intermediate region used an

interpolation between the two calculations, 155 < T < 175 MeV.

as T falls in the hadron region. In contrast, �uu rises due to the fact that a large number of up

and down quarks must appear as the system goes through hadronization. If one were to plot the

hadron susceptibility,

�BB/s =
1

9s
(4�uu + �dd + �ss + 4�ud + 4�us + 2�ds) (23)

⇡ 1

9s
(5�uu + �ss + 4�ud + 6�us) ,

one would see that the baryon susceptibility would fall precipitously for low T due to the large

thermal penalty coming from the heavy baryon masses.

It is assumed that chemical equilibrium has been attained by the time the hydrodynamic evolu-

tion has begun. Thus, a large number of pairs are created in the first instant, which gives a peak to

Sab(⌧ ⇡ ⌧0 = 0.6 fm/c). This initial surge, along with the continuous contribution for later times is

displayed in Fig. 2. This was generated from the hydrodynamic solution for zero-impact-parameter
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Lattice: Diffusivity/Conductivity,  
G.Aarts, C.Allton, A.Amato, P.Guidice, 
S.Hands & J.I.Skullerud, JHEP(2015)

DE(T), σ(T)

Model input 
Diffusivity
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FIG. 1. (color online) The electric di↵usivity, scaled by 2⇡T ,
from lattice gauge theory as calculated in [9] (green points).
A hadron gas with a fixed 25-mb cross section (red line) has
significantly higher di↵usivity. For AdS/CFT, the value is
unity (blue dashes).

hv(0)v(t)i, changes at t = 0 for each mode p, then use
the inverse rate as the lifetime above. Such a calculation
is displayed in Fig. 1 for 25 mb cross sections, a value
consistent with expectations for a hadron gas. This esti-
mate lies significantly above the lattice prediction.

Here, a method is proposed for determining the di↵u-
sivity of the light (u,d,s) quarks. Local charge conserva-
tion demands that quarks are produced simultaneously
with antiquarks, and if one knows the times at which such
production occurrs, one can constrain the di↵usivity by
measuring the relative momentum of balancing charges,
which are highly correlated with separation in coordi-
nate space due to the e↵ects of collective flow. In [13]
a detailed simulation of the production and di↵usion of
balancing charges was presented. The evolution of charge
correlations was superimposed onto a state-of-the art de-
scription of the dynamics, based on hydrodynamics for
higher temperatures and using a hadronic simulation for
the hadronic stage and for breakup. The source function
for balancing charge pairs was determined from the evolu-
tion of the susceptibility, assuming the matter maintains
local chemical equilibrium [13, 14].

Sab(r, t) = (@t + v ·r+r · v)�ab(r, t). (5)

During the creation of the QGP, � jumps to its equi-
librated value, which contributes a sharp peak to the
source function at early times. Once the charges of type a
and b are created, they di↵use away from one another ac-
cording to the di↵usivity. When the di↵erential charges,
dqa, enter the hadron phase they are translated into dif-
ferential hadron yields, dNh, using thermal arguments
[13]. In the hadron phase, correlations evolve according
to a simulation, and are manifested as charge balance

functions,

B(��) ⌘ hN+�(��) +N�+(��) (6)

�N++(��)�N��(��)i /(N+ +N�).

Here, Nqq0(��) denotes the sum over all pairs of charges
qq0 separated by azimuthal angle ��, Nq is the number
of charges of type q, and the average covers all events of
a given centrality class. Charge balance functions have
been measured as a function of relative rapidity, pseudo-
rapidity and azimuthal angle, and the charges restricted
to specific hadron species. Data from both RHIC and
from the LHC have been analyzed [15–23].
Not surprisingly, BK+K� focuses on the correlation

between strange quarks [14]. The source function for
strangeness, Sss, is dominated by the first surge of charge
production as the system is initially equilibrated in the
first . 1 fm/c of the collision. During the evolution
of an idealized QGP of massless quarks and gluons, en-
tropy conservation maintains the number of quarks and
Sab vanishes. Once hadrons form the source function
again becomes strong because hadrons carry multiple
quarks, and due to entropy conservation, the number of
hadrons roughly equals the number of quarks in the QGP
[24, 25]. In contrast to the source functions for up and
down quarks, the source function for strangeness remains
small during hadronization [8, 14] due to the larger mass
of strange hadrons, which suppressed the production of
strange quarks. Even though up and down quarks are co-
piously created during hadronization, the e↵ective source
function for baryon number stays fairly constant during
hadronization, and even becomes negative below Tc [14],
due to the high mass of baryons in the hadronic stage.
Thus, the K+K� and pp̄ balance functions should be
more sensitive to the di↵usivity because the source func-
tions that drive them are concentrated at early times,
allowing the di↵usivity to play a stronger role.
Figure 2 shows balance functions for three cases: all

positive/negative particles, K+K� and pp̄. The meth-
ods are the same as described above and applied in [13].
In the hydrodynamic stage, during which the matter is
largely in the QGP phase, the charge-charge correlations
were evolved according to four di↵erent choices for the
di↵usivity. First, they were evolved according to D(T )
reported from lattice calculations [9], exactly as in [13].
Then, the calculations were repeated with half that value,
double that value, and finally, four times the lattice di↵u-
sivity. The analysis was restricted to very central events,
0-5% centrality. In each case the balance functions are
broader for the larger di↵usivities. The balance func-
tion for all charges is least sensitive because it is domi-
nated by later-stage production of charge associated with
hadronization. In contrast, the K+K� and pp̄ balance
functions broaden significantly. Unfortunately, experi-
mental results for K+K� and pp̄ balance functions have
only been reported binned by relative rapidity thus far.
Preliminary results for all charges have been reported by
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FIG. 2. (color online) The source function that generates the correlation function C 0
ab(�⌘) is shown as a

function of proper time ⌧ . The function is found by convoluting the susceptibility from lattice calculations

with the hydrodynamic evolution as prescribed in Eq. (22). Multiplied by the bin width, 0.5 fm/c, the

values give the number of produced charge pairs within the time step that sample the evolution. The initial

spike of the source function describes the correlation created at initial thermalization, ⌧0.

collisions of Au nuclei at the highest RHIC energy,
p
sNN = 200 GeV. Unlike the correlation at

later times, the initial correlation does not increment C 0
ab(�⌘) at �⌘ = 0. Instead, both charges

are spread randomly in spatial rapidity with a Gaussian distribution described by �0, to account

for the fact that the correlation could have been sourced at any time ⌧ < ⌧0, and thus may have

already spread significantly. The sensitivity of the final observed correlations to �0 is investigated

in Sec. (V).

The charges propagate with straight trajectories at the speed of light, punctuated with random-

izing collisions as described in Sec. II. Each charge ultimately crosses the hyper-surface defining

the boundary with the hadronic phase. At this point, each pair of charges was binned according

to the relative spatial rapidity, �⌘, with its partner. This produces a statistical sampling of the

correlation function, C 0
ab(�⌘), in relative spatial rapidity at decoupling, and is displayed in Fig. 3.

Comparing with the source function, Sab(⌧), in Fig. 2, one can see how contributions from Sab(⌧)

• First surge when QGP is created 
• u,d continuously created 
• s nearly steady  
• ss,us,ds at hadronization
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FIG. 1. (color online) Panels (a-f): Charge balance functions for unidentified charged particles binned by

relative pseudo-rapidity for six di↵erent centralities, from 0-5% to 50-60%. The model (solid blue lines)

approximately reproduces the narrowing of the experimental balance functions (stars) with increasing cen-

trality.

Panels (g-l): The same as (a-f), but binned by relative azimuthal angle. The larger volumes for more cen-

tral collisions make it more di�cult for charges to di↵use to regions with di↵erent radial flow, hence the

balance functions are narrower. The contributions from the hydrodynamic correlations (red dashed lines)

and from the correlations that originated in the cascade (green dotted lines) are of similar strength, with

the cascade contribution being narrower. Oscillations of the experimental balance functions for the most

central collisions in panels k and l are likely from the sector boundaries of the STAR experiment. Some of

the deviations for small �⌘ and �� might be due to femtoscopic correlations.

Unidentified Particles 

★  STAR 
Preliminary

Model
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FIG. 2. (color online) Balance functions, indexed by hadronic species and binned by relative rapidity, are

shown for central (0-5%) Au+Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV. The model calculations (blue lines) are

compared to preliminary measurements from the STAR Collaboration at RHIC [7] (red stars). Matching

the relatively broader structure of the K+K� and pp̄ balance functions relative to the ⇡+⇡ + � balance

function provides compelling evidence that the a chemically equilibrated quark-gluon plasma was created.

Unfortunately, such conclusions are tempered by the failure of the model to reproduce the pK� experimental

balance functions.

STAR 
Preliminary

Model

• Identified particles (vs. y) 
• pK is off 
• pp is off (annihilation missing)

Δ
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FIG. 3. Balance functions plotted as a function of relative azimuthal angle are additionally constrained by

the angle of the first charge, �1, which is measured relative to the reaction plane. The in-plane balance

function, �1 ⇡ 0, is significantly narrower than the the out-of-plane balance function, �1 ⇡ 90�, due to

the stronger collective flow. When �1 ⇡ 45� the balance function skew towards negative �� because the

balancing charge is more likely to be found closer to the reaction plane, where more particles are emitted.

The model calculations (blue lines) have been scaled by a factor of 0.94 to match the normalization of

the preliminary experimental results from STAR [7] (red stars). After adjusting the normalization the

experimental and model results are in remarkable agreement.

23

FIG. 4. The contribution to the correlator �p from local charge conservation superimposed onto elliptic

flow from the model is compared to measurements from the STAR Collaboration [28]. The dashed green

line shows contributions from correlations from the hydrodynamic stage, while the dotted line represents

correlations born in the cascade. The sum (solid blue line) is ⇡ 10� 15% higher than the data. Thus, the

combination of charge conservation and flow more than accounts for the observed correlation, which has

been proposed as a signal of the chiral magnetic e↵ect.

Figure 4 compares model calculations of �p to those from STAR [27, 28]. The contribution from

correlations from the cascade stage provide ⇡ 60% of �p even though the represent only ⇡ 40% of

the strength of the balance functions in Fig. 1. The larger role of the correlations from the cascade

comes from their being more narrow, hence cos�� is larger. The net correlation from the model

calculations are 10-15% larger than the STAR data over the range of centralities.

Given that the charge balance functions in Fig. 1 for the centrality range of 40-50% lie above

the data, motivating the adjustment factor of 0.94 in Fig. 3, one would expect the model prediction

of �p to be high by approximately 6%, since the normalization discrepancy would be due to more

balancing charges lying outside the acceptance in the experiment than in the model, and only

those correlations within the acceptance contribute to �p. Over-stating the flow would also lead to

over-predictions of �p, but if that were the case, one would expect the reaction-plane-dependent

balance functions of Fig. 3 to have a discrepancy with the data. Another possibility would be for

the multiplicity of the model to under-predict the true experimental situation. This was checked,

and it seems unlikely this could be a 10% discrepancy. Thus, after accounting for the di↵erence in

normalizations between the model and data for less central events, this analysis suggests that flow

plus local charge conservation would predict values close to the upper limits of the experimental

error bars. Given that the error bars include systematic error, it is not out of the question that

�1 ⇠ 90�
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FIG. 2. (color online) Lower panel: Charge balance functions
describe how balancing charges are separated as a function
of azimuthal angle for four choices of the di↵usivity. The
heavy black line shows results using the D(T ) from lattice
calculations in [9], while results with half (red dashes), dou-
ble (green dotted) and quadruple (blue dot-dashed) those val-
ues illustrate how higher di↵usivities result in larger angular
spreads. Middle/Upper panel: Results restricted to either
charged kaons or protons and anti-protons. The increased
sensitivity to the di↵usivity derives from the baryon-baryon
and strange-strange source functions being concentrated at
early times, whereas the source function for electric charge
source function is strongest at hadronization.

STAR [15], but are marred by the e↵ects of experimental
sector boundaries.

The results of Fig. 2 suggest that both K+K� and
pp̄ are promising for constraining the di↵usivity of the
QGP. This was expected, given that the source functions
driving the those balance functions were concentrated at
early times. However, the pp̄ results are strongly sensitive
to the choice of transition temperature. Because of the
large baryon mass, the equilibrium number of baryons
falls rapidly with falling temperature once one enters the
hadronic phase, which corresponds to the introduction
of negative source functions. Equivalently, in the hadron
stage the e↵ects of baryon annihilation can significantly
alter the shape of the charge balance function, leading to

a dip of the balance function at small relative angle, as
well as (due to normalization constraints) an accompany-
ing increase at large relative angle. A careful analysis of
annihilation e↵ects requires consistently accounting for
regeneration [26–28], and until such an analysis is per-
formed, one must remain cautious in interpreting the pp̄
balance function results.
This analysis is based on relative azimuthal angle

rather than relative rapidity, because balancing charges
produced in the first 1 fm/c might separate significantly
along the beam direction by the time the hydrodynamic
description is instantiated. Due to the large velocity gra-
dient along the beam axis at early times, dvz/dz ⇡ 1/⌧ ,
a separation of 1/2 fm at a time ⌧ = 1/2 fm/c trans-
lates to a separation of an entire unit of spatial rapidity.
Disentangling the longitudinal separations related to pre-
equilibrium dynamics from the e↵ects of di↵usion could
be problematic. Because there are no large transverse ve-
locity gradients at early times, the transverse separation
should be dominated by the e↵ects of di↵usion, especially
for the large sources in central collisions.
The strong sensitivity of the K+K� balance function

to the di↵usivity, combined with a relative lack of com-
plicating factors, suggests that the di↵usivity of strange
quarks of the QGP can be robustly constrained by experi-
ment. Given that the di↵usivity of up, down, and strange
quarks should all be similar in the QGP, this should e↵ec-
tively constrain the di↵usivity of all three flavors of light
quarks. Although carrying some caveats, the pp̄ balance
functions also show promise. It would not be surprising if
the approaches presented here might ultimately constrain
the di↵usivity of the QGP, a fundamental property of the
QGP that has not yet been constrained experimentally,
to the & 50% level. This resolution would be similar to
how well the shear viscosity, another fundamental trans-
port coe�cient of the QGP, has been determined.
This work was supported by the Department of

Energy O�ce of Science through grant number DE-
FG02-03ER41259 and through grant number DE-FG02-
87ER40328.
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What about order  correlations?Q3, Q4

a) Integrate n-point correlations to get 
skewness & kurtosis 10
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FIG. 2. Diagrams for calculating two-, three- and four-point functions. For topologically identical diagrams which di↵er by

permutations of the final-state labels, the net number of permutations is listed rather than repeating the similar diagrams.

Each vertex is assigned a space-time point, over which is integrated.

from the second three-point diagram in Fig. 2 is the integral

C(1;1;1)
a;b;c (x1, x2, x2) = · · ·+

Z
d4y1d

4y2V
(0!2)
a0d0 (y1)Ga0a(y1, x1)Gd0d(y1, y2) (29)

V (1!2)
d,b0c0 (y2)Gb0b(y2, x2)Gc0c(y2, x3).

Each vertex in the diagram is assigned a space-time point, in this case y1 and y2. Integrations are performed over
those coordinates. Each internal line is assigned two charge indices which then determine the charge indices for the
vertices. All diagrams begin with a vertex V (0!n), and end with open Green’s functions denoted by the desired
measurement.

V. RELATION TO CHARGE FLUCTUATIONS

Within some large volume V , charge fluctuations are defined

F (2)
ab ⌘ 1

V
h�Qa�Qbi (30)

F (3)
abc ⌘

1

V
h�Qa�Qb�Qci

F (4)
abcd ⌘ 1

V
h�QaQb�Qc�Qdi �

1

V
h�Qa�Qbih�Qc�Qdi �

1

V
h�Qa�Qcih�Qb�Qdi

� 1

V
h�Qa�Qdih�Qb�Qci.

Each charge Qa can expressed as an integral over the charge density �⇢a. For the order Qn fluctuation, one obtains
contributions from the two-point, three-point, up to n�point functions. The contribution from the n�point function
is simply the integral over all the external coordinates in the diagrams from Fig. 2. The contributions from the

(n�1)�point functions with final-state charge indices a and b can be found by attaching an operator L(2)
ab,a0(x) to any

external Green’s function Gd0a0(y, x) where x is a final-state coordinate and a0 denotes the measured charge. Thus,
each 3-point diagram from Fig. 2 contributes to F (4). The contributions to F (4) from two-point functions come from
either attaching L(2) to both of the external lines, or by attaching L(3) to either external line. Finally, F (4) has a
contribution from all four charges being on the same particle, which would be represented by �(4).

Experimentally, the contributions to F (4) from four-point functions come from summing over all combinations
of four final-state particles, never using the same particle twice in the same term. The contribution to F (4) from

b) Perform canonical ensemble on 
Sub-volumes

Handles full 3x3 flavor dynamics 
Tractable, but difficult

1 parameter describes charge spread 
Easy, but crude

S.Pratt, PRC (2020)



Summary
● Charge correlations (order Q2) calculable in “standard model” 

Calculations tenable 

● STAR data consistent (mostly) with early chemical equilibration 
 systematics reproduced,  normalization off 

● Diffusivity (for light quarks) can be extracted from  
 balance functions vs  

High statistics STAR & ALICE data coming 

● CME signal reproduced 
Underlying BFs reproduced in detail 

● Skewness and kurtosis affected by charge conservation 
Calculations tenable but difficult to implement

K+K−, pp̄, π+π− pK

K+K− Δϕ


